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RESEARCH PAPER INTEGRATING 5 REPUTABLE/SCHOLARLY SO URCES 
 
A. PICKING THE TOPIC FOR YOUR RESEARCH PAPER  
B. CREATE A PRELIMINARY OUTLINE & THESIS STATEMENT 
C. RESEARCH YOUR TOPIC TO SUPPORT YOUR IDEAS & LIST  10 POSSIBLE SOURCES  
D. CREATE A DETAILED OUTLINE INTEGRATING AT LEAST F IVE (5) SOURCES  
E. FINAL DRAFT INTEGRATING 5 SOURCES & WORKS CITED PAGE 
 
 
 
A. PICKING THE TOPIC FOR YOUR RESEARCH PAPER  
 
Research Paper Integrating 5 Sources: Each student will write a 4 to 5 page research paper based on 
reputable sources on a topic listed. 
 
All papers must be double-spaced, and paginated, 12 fonts (Times New Roman), have standard margin, 
and use APA or MLA citations, but use (AUTHOR, YEAR), such as (Smith 2006), in text citations.   See 
the ASSIGNMENTS area for more details. 
Research Paper Integrating 5 Sources Requirements 

1.   4 to 5 pages (at least 5 fully developed paragraphs) of typed, double-spaced, paginated, 12 
fonts (Times New Roman), standard margin and proofread paper on select topics. 
2.   Your paper shall be graded based on substance and form.  Please refer to the grading rubric 
and guidelines. 
3.   Your research should focus on reputable articles.  When possible, use scholarly sources.  
(These articles cite other authors and must have a WORKS CITED or REFERENCE PAGE).   
      YOU MUST GET AT LEAST FIVE (5) SOURCES FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES: 
      1. EBSCOhost 2. Opposing Viewpoints         3. CQ Researcher (Passwords to Follow)   
4.   I accept any type of styles — MLA, APA, Chicago, etc. — Please be consistent with a single 
style throughout your paper.  Please use (AUTHOR, YEAR) such as (ADAMS, 2008) when 
citing. 

 
OPTIONAL: CHALLENGE YOURSELF BY USING ONLY SCHOLARLY SOURCES.  Scholarly 
articles are generally written by people who are experts on a subject. These articles always have 
bibliographies or footnotes that back up the research and point you toward other useful information on 
a particular topic. Sometimes they are in journals that are "scholarly," "peer reviewed," or 
"refereed," which means a panel of experts has approved many of the articles before they are 
published in the journal. These articles are often written with a specific audience in mind, for example: 
students, specialists, or researchers in a certain field. 
 
If you would like help and additional tips on the research paper, please contact me.  I have 
many suggestions and detail steps to ensure that overcome the Research Paper fears.  Here is a 
great way to start. 
 
1.  PRETEND YOU ADVISING THE PRESIDENT  
You must come up with a position paper supported by research.  A good start on writing a research paper 
is to think about a question you want answered.  Please tell us on what topic you wish to write your 4-5 
page research paper.  Think: What is the question that you wish to address? 
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When choosing your topic, please consider the following: 
 
1.  Will the topic interest you for the remainder of the semester? 
2.  Will there be enough Research on the topic? 
3.  Will you be able to defend both sides of the argument? 
4.  Will I have to change the topic later and start the process over again in a few weeks? 
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2.  PICK A TOPIC AND READ THE ASSIGNED ARTICLE  
The following topics have been Pre-Approved.   
**Other topics must be approved by instructor**  
  

Topics Required Article.  You must include the required article as part of your research. 
Go to http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/            

 username: mission     password: la818 
Abortion 
  

Jost, K., & Koch, K. (2006, September 22). Abortion showdowns. CQ Researcher, 16, 769-792. 
Retrieved January 30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, 
http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2006092200. 

Alternative 
Fuels 

Cooper, M. H. (2005, February 25). Alternative fuels. CQ Researcher, 15, 173-196. Retrieved January 
30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005022500.  

Campaign 
Finance Reform 

Cooper, M. H. (2000, March 31). Campaign finance reform. CQ Researcher, 10, 257-280. Retrieved 
January 30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, 
http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2000033100. 

Checks and 
Balances 

Jost, K. (2006, February 24). Presidential power. CQ Researcher, 16, 169-192. Retrieved January 29, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2006022400. 

Civil Liberties 
and the War on 
Terror 

Jost, K. (2003, October 24). Civil liberties debates. CQ Researcher, 13, 893-916. Retrieved January 
29, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2003102400. 

Climate Change 
  

Clemmitt, M. (2006, January 27). Climate change. CQ Researcher, 16, 73-96. Retrieved January 30, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2006012700. 

Death Penalty Jost, K. (2005, September 23). Death penalty controversies. CQ Researcher, 15, 785-808. Retrieved 
January 30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, 
http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005092301. 

Electoral 
College 
  

Jost, K., & Giroux, G. (2000, December 8). Electoral College. CQ Researcher, 10, 977-1008. 
Retrieved January 30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, 
http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2000120800. 

Free-Press 
Dispute 
  

Jost, K. (2005, April 8). Free-press disputes. CQ Researcher, 15, 293-316. Retrieved January 30, 2007, 
from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005040800. 

Future of the 
Supreme Court 

Jost, K. (2005, January 28). Supreme Court's future. CQ Researcher, 15, 77-100. Retrieved January 
29, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005012800. 

Human Cloning 
  

Hansen, B. (2004, October 22). Cloning debate. CQ Researcher, 14, 877-900. Retrieved January 30, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2004102200. 

Medical 
Marijuana 

Marshall, P. (2005, February 11). Marijuana laws. CQ Researcher, 15, 125-148. Retrieved January 30, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005021100. 

Minimum Wage 
and Poverty 

Katel, P. (2005, December 16). Minimum wage. CQ Researcher, 15, 1053-1076. Retrieved January 
29, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005121600. 

Right to Die and 
Assisted Suicide 

Jost, K. (2005, May 13). Right to die. CQ Researcher, 15, 421-444. Retrieved January 30, 2007, from 
CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005051301. 

Stem Cell 
Research 

Clemmitt, M. (2006, September 1). Stem cell research. CQ Researcher, 16, 697-720. Retrieved 
January 30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, 
http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2006090100. 

Universal Health 
Care 

Epstein, K. (2002, June 14). Covering the uninsured. CQ Researcher, 12, 521-544. Retrieved January 
30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2002061400.  

US Energy 
Policy 

Cooper, M. H. (1999, March 5). The politics of energy. CQ Researcher, 9, 185-208. Retrieved January 
30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1999030500. 

Voting and 
Participation 

Katel, P. (2006, September 15). Voting controversies. CQ Researcher, 16, 745-768. Retrieved January 
30, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2006091500.  
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3.  ASK A QUESTION ABOUT YOUR TOPIC  
Research papers try to address and answer questions.  For our class, ask a question that is related to 
government or public policy.  Read and learn about the topic from the assigned reading, then formulate a 
simple question  
 
For example: 
 
Topic1: Death Penalty 
Question1: Should the US government allow the use of the death penalty? 
-or- 
Topic2: Abortion 
Question2: Should teenagers require parental consent to have an abortion? 
-or- 
Topic3: Poverty 
Question3: Should the US government raise the Minimum Wage? 
 
 
4.  SUBMIT YOUR TOPIC PROPOSAL AND YOUR QUESTION  
 
SAMPLE SUBMISSION 
 
Student Name: Joe Bruin 
Class and Section: Political Science 1 section 9398 
Term: Fall 2000 Session B 
Date: 11/11/200 
 
Topic Proposal: Medical Marijuana 
Question: Should government allow medical marijuana? 
 
 
 
B. CREATE A PRELIMINARY OUTLINE & THESIS STATEMENT 
 
1. READ THE ASSIGNED ARTICLE 
Learn more about the topic and take some notes 
 
 
2. CREATE AN OUTLINE AND PICK ONLY ONE SIDE TO WRIT E ON 
 
Topic1: Death Penalty 
Question1: Is it "cruel and unusual punishment?" 
-or- 
Topic2: Abortion 
Question2: Should teenagers require parental consent? 
-or- 
Topic3: 2008 President Election 
Question3: Who will win the presidency? 
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Now that you have selected a topic and question you wish to research, you will proceed to answer it.  
Remember you want to defend the statement with reasonable logic and evidence.  Creating a Preliminary 
Outline will help you focus your ideas.  Simply put, you will be defending a claim you are making which 
is called a THESIS STATEMENT. 
EXAMPLE ONE 
Questions: Should Government allow the Death Penalty? 
    Yes 
1.       Overcrowding reduced                
2.       Example to other criminals 
3.       Society better protected, they do not contribute to society 
4.       Victims feel justice served 
5.       Severity of crime should equal severity of punishments. 
    No  
1.       Expensive practice  
2.       Cruel and inhumane 
3.       Mourning of victims not made easier through retribution 
4.       Images of the act leave mental scars 
5.       Criminals humans and can change through rehabilitation 
     
Sample Thesis Statements: 
Yes: If government allows punishment to equal severity of crimes, overcrowding would be reduced, an 
example is set, society is protected, and justice is served for victims.     
No: The death penalty should not be allowed to continue since it is expensive, cruel and inhumane, not 
beneficial to victims, images damaging, rehabilitation an option. 
Outline 
I.          Introduction – (at end of paragraph it will have thesis statement) 
II.         Expenses excessive  
III.       Overcrowding 
IV.       Example set 
V.        Society protected 
VI.       Conclusion 
  
  
SAMPLE SUBMISSION  
 
Student Name: Joe Bruin 
Class and Section: Political Science 1 section 9398 
Term: Fall 2000 Session B 
Date: 11/11/200 
 
TOPIC PROPOSAL: Medical Marijuana 
QUESTION: Question: Should government allow medical marijuana? 
 
THESIS STATEMENT:   
 
Thesis statement: Government should allow medical marijuana because it is a proven pain killer, is not addictive, 
reduces crime, helps appetite, and helps insomnia. 
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PRELIMINARY OUTLINE 
Outline of Paragraphs 
 
I.          Introduction – (at end of paragraph it will have thesis statement) 
     Thesis Statement: Government should allow medical marijuana because it is a proven pain killer, is not addictive, 
reduces crime, helps appetite, and helps insomnia. 
II.         Proven Pain Killer 
III.        Not Addictive 
IV.       Reduce Crime 
V.        Helps Appetite  
VI.       Helps Insomnia 
VII.      Conclusion 
 
  
 
C. RESEARCH YOUR TOPIC TO SUPPORT YOUR IDEAS &  LIST 10 POSSIBLE SOURCES  
 
Now that you have chosen your topic and question, and you have started answering your questions, you 
will find evidence to support your ideas. Have an opened mind; some information may contradict your 
assertions. This is all part of the research process. This just means you need to adjust your thesis 
statements and the contents of your paragraphs. 
 
1. USE THE ONLINE DATABASES TO FIND AT LEAST TEN (1 0) ARTICLES RELATED TO 
YOUR TOPIC 
 
The Research Process will help you support your position. 
1. YOU MUST GET ALL SOURCES FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES: 
    1. EBSCOhost    2. Opposing Viewpoints     3. CQ Researcher  
2. Do not use anything else. 
    A. No wikipedia.com; no google.com; no websites   
    b. I really mean no other!  
NOTE: IF YOU USE WIKIPEDIA YOU WILL GET A “C” OR LOWER. 
 
PASSWORDS AND LOGIN INSTRUCTIONS: 
Los Angeles Mission College Library Passwords (818) 364-7600 ext. 7105  
Mission College Library provides students and staff from Mission College access via the Internet to online 
databases. All can be accessed from any computer on campus. EBSCOhost, National Newpapers and other 
databases are also available from your home computer.  
Online Database Login Instructions 
1. Point your browser to the Library Home Page, www.lamission.edu/library 
2. Click on Library Resources  
3. Select a database to search by clicking the title from http://lamission.edu/library/resources.aspx 
4. Enter User ID and/or Password if using a computer off campus  
 
• EBSCOhost provides indexing for over 3,100 periodicals and full text 
for over 1,500.  
User ID: mission     Password: la  
Remember to UNCHECK [AT MISSION], CHECK [FULL-TEXT] and CHECK [PEER REVIEWED] if you want 
Scholarly Sources only. 
• Opposing Viewpoints includes articles with arguments for and against 
controversial topics.  
Password: mission 
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• CQ Researcher published by Congressional Quarterly, provides full text 
articles on issues and topics currently in the news.  
User Name: mission     Password: la818 
 
OPTIONAL: CHALLENGE YOURSELF BY USING ONLY SCHOLARLY SOURCES.  In University courses, 
you will be asked to write an academic research paper using scholarly sources for support and evidence.  Scholarly 
articles are generally written by people who are experts on a subject. These articles always have bibliographies or 
footnotes that back up the research and point you toward other useful information on a particular topic. Sometimes 
they are in journals that are "scholarly," "peer reviewed," or "refereed," which means a panel of experts has 
approved many of the articles before they are published in the journal. These articles are often written with a 
specific audience in mind, for example: students, specialists, or researchers in a certain field.  Scholarly journal 
articles are full of research have been scrutinized by their authors' peers and have gone through a rigid 
review process.  Issues, figures, and claims are usually supported by research within their specific fields 
that is why it is important to find scholarly articles.  To write a research paper, you must read research 
papers. 
 
2. LIST 10 POSSIBLE SOURCES 
 
List the possible articles in APA or MLA format.  You will get 3 points each for each article. 
 
Please refer to for citing guidelines and examples please visit the following The Tallahassee Community 
College site. 
 
TCC Home :: About TCC :: Academic Affairs :: Division of Library Services :: Research Guides :: APA, MLA & 
Turabian Citation Guides 
 
http://www.tcc.fl.edu/about_tcc/academic_affairs/division_of_library_services/research_guides/apa_mla_
turabian_citation_guides  
  
NOTE: You may be required to share your research with other students by submitting the list of 
sources in the Discussion Forum also. 
 
SAMPLE SUBMISSION  
 
By Mr. Sifat Ahmed 
Final Draft 
Topic:  Alternative Fuels 
Question:  What are the obstacles for the US government to adopt Ethanol? 
 
LIST OF 10 POSSIBLE SOURCES 
 
1. Cooper, M. H. (1997, November 7). Renewable energy. CQ Researcher, 7, 961-984. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from 
CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1997110700 
2. Bettelheim, A. (2006, September 29). Biofuels boom. CQ Researcher, 16, 793-816. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from 
CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2006092900 
3. Cooper, M. H. (1999, March 5). The politics of energy. CQ Researcher, 9, 185-208. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from 
CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1999030500 
4. How Biofuels Could Starve the Poor. By: Runge, C. Ford; Senauer, Benjamin. Foreign Affairs, May/Jun2007, Vol. 
86 Issue 3, p41-53, 13p.  EBSCOhost 
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5. Developing Hydrogen Fuel Could Help America Avoid an Energy Crisis" by Robert Olson. Is the World Heading 
Toward an Energy Crisis? Daniel A. Leone, Ed. At Issue Series. Greenhaven Press, 2005. Robert Olson, "The 
Promise and Pitfalls of Hydrogen Energy," The Futurist, July/August 2003, pp. 46-52. Copyright © 2003 by The 
Futurist . Reproduced by permission. Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center. Thomson Gale. 04 May 2007 
<http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/OVRC> 
6. Cooper, M. H. (2000, March 3). Energy and the environment. CQ Researcher, 10, 161-184. Retrieved May 4, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2000030300 
7. Weeks, J. (2005, September 30). Domestic energy development. CQ Researcher, 15, 809-832. Retrieved May 4, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005093000 
8. "Ethanol Can Replace Gasoline" by Nathan Glasgow and Lena Hansen. Alternative Energy Sources . Darrin 
Gunkel, Ed. Current Controversies Series. Greenhaven Press, 2006. Nathan Glasgow and Lena Hansen, "Setting the 
Record Straight on Ethanol," RMI Solutions, vol. 22, Fall 2005, pp. 6-11. Copyright © 1999-2005. All rights 
reserved. Reproduced by permission.  
Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center. Thomson Gale. 04 May 2007 
<http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/OVRC> 
9. Cooper, M. H. (2002, February 1). Energy security. CQ Researcher, 12, 73-96. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from CQ 
Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2002020100.  
10. Cooper, M. H. (2003, January 24). Oil diplomacy. CQ Researcher, 13, 49-72. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from CQ 
Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2003012400. 
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D. CREATE A DETAILED OUTLINE INTEGRATING AT LEAST F IVE (5) SOURCES  
 
After you have gathered your research, you will begin the process of supporting your ideas with the 
evidence.  Simply insert quotes or paraphrased ideas from the various articles.  Please cite (give credit to) 
the authors of the ideas.  This will make your research paper easier to write when you have your ideas 
organized.  
 
1. CREATE A DETAILED OUTLINE  
 
Expand your preliminary outline by integrating at least 5 articles from your List of 10 Possible Sources in 
a Word Processor.  Save the file first.  Then cut and paste only the text into this assignment. 
 
  
SAMPLE SUBMISSION  
 
By Mr. Sifat Ahmed 
Final Draft 
Topic:  Alternative Fuels 
Question:  What are the obstacles for the US government to adopt Ethanol? 
 
CREATE A DETAILED OUTLINE INTEGRATING AT LEAST FIVE (5) SOURCES 
 
I. Introductory Paragraph:  
        
    A. Thesis Statement: U.S. lawmakers have considered using renewable energy to reduce the nation's dependence 
on foreign oil and for decades; the energy debate in this country has pitted so-called pro-oil realists against idealistic 
advocates of alternative energy. 
 
 
II. Background  
A. Energy crisis hits USA 
B. National Energy Act Spurs Renewable sources 
C. Status of renewable energy supply 
·         Hydroelectric 
·         Biomass 
·         Municipal solid waste 
·         Geothermal 
·         Solar 
D. Alcohol fuels 
          
·         Cooper, M. H. (1997, November 7). Renewable energy. CQ Researcher, 7, 961-984. Retrieved May 4, 2007, 
from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1997110700.  
·        Cooper, M. H. (2003, January 24). Oil diplomacy. CQ Researcher , 13, 49-72. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from CQ 
Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2003012400 
·    "Ethanol Can Replace Gasoline" by Nathan Glasgow and Lena Hansen. Alternative Energy Sources . Darrin 
Gunkel, Ed. Current Controversies Series. Greenhaven Press, 2006. Nathan Glasgow and Lena Hansen, "Setting the 
Record Straight on Ethanol," RMI Solutions, vol. 22, Fall 2005, pp. 6-11. Copyright © 1999-2005. All rights 
reserved. Reproduced by permission.  
Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center. Thomson Gale. 04 May 2007 
<http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/OVRC> 
·         Bettelheim, A. (2006, September 29). Biofuels boom. CQ Researcher, 16, 793-816. Retrieved May 4, 2007, 
from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2006092900 
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III. Factors supporting production of ethanol 
 
    A. Ethanol Production grows rapidly 
    B. Reliable and renewable energy 
    C. Sustainable global development 
    D. Government does more to encourage the use of renewable energy sources 
    E. Energy imports is on the rise. 
    F. Reliance on imported oil and gas threaten U.S. security 
·         Cooper, M. H. (1999, March 5). The politics of energy. CQ Researcher, 9, 185-208. Retrieved May 4, 2007, 
from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1999030500 
·        Cooper, M. H. (2002, February 1). Energy security. CQ Researcher, 12, 73-96. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from 
CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2002020100 
·         Weeks, J. (2005, September 30). Domestic energy development. CQ Researcher, 15, 809-832. Retrieved May 
4, 2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005093000 
  
IV. Factors opposing the production of ethanol 
    A. Biofuel industry has long been dominated not by market forces but by politics 
    B. Interests of a few large companies might postpone it. 
    C. Premature commitment to technologies that could soon be supplanted by better ones  
 
    D. The threat of global warming. 
·         How Biofuels Could Starve the Poor. By: Runge, C. Ford; Senauer, Benjamin. Foreign Affairs, May/Jun2007, 
Vol. 86 Issue 3, p41-53, 13p. 
·         "Developing Hydrogen Fuel Could Help America Avoid an Energy Crisis" by Robert Olson. Is the World 
Heading Toward an Energy Crisis? Daniel A. Leone, Ed. At Issue Series. Greenhaven Press, 2005. Robert Olson, 
"The Promise and Pitfalls of Hydrogen Energy," The Futurist, July/August 2003, pp. 46-52. Copyright © 2003 by 
The Futurist. Reproduced by permission. Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center. Thomson Gale. 04 May 
2007<http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/OVRC> 
  
·         Cooper, M. H. (2000, March 3). Energy and the environment. CQ Researcher, 10, 161-184. Retrieved May 4, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2000030300 
V. Conclusion 
 
    A. What was found 
    B. what conclusions can be made  
         1.  Renewable-fuel is of national interest because they help create a homegrown   industry that over time will 
insulate Americans from global energy price shocks. 
 
        2.  U.S. lawmakers have considered using renewable energy to reduce the nation's dependence on foreign oil and 
this will lead the nation to a better economy. 
  
 
VI. Works Cited   
 
 
APA or MLA format  (PLEASE LIST IN ALPHABETIC ORDER  BY AUTHOR'S LAST NAME)  
 
1. Cooper, M. H. (1997, November 7). Renewable energy. CQ Researcher, 7, 961-984. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from 
CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1997110700 
2. Bettelheim, A. (2006, September 29). Biofuels boom. CQ Researcher, 16, 793-816. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from 
CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2006092900 
3. Cooper, M. H. (1999, March 5). The politics of energy. CQ Researcher, 9, 185-208. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from 
CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1999030500 
4. How Biofuels Could Starve the Poor. By: Runge, C. Ford; Senauer, Benjamin. Foreign Affairs, May/Jun2007, Vol. 
86 Issue 3, p41-53, 13p.  EBSCOhost 
5. Developing Hydrogen Fuel Could Help America Avoid an Energy Crisis" by Robert Olson. Is the World Heading 
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Toward an Energy Crisis? Daniel A. Leone, Ed. At Issue Series. Greenhaven Press, 2005. Robert Olson, "The 
Promise and Pitfalls of Hydrogen Energy," The Futurist, July/August 2003, pp. 46-52. Copyright © 2003 by The 
Futurist . Reproduced by permission. Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center. Thomson Gale. 04 May 2007 
<http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/OVRC> 
6. Cooper, M. H. (2000, March 3). Energy and the environment. CQ Researcher, 10, 161-184. Retrieved May 4, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2000030300 
7. Weeks, J. (2005, September 30). Domestic energy development. CQ Researcher, 15, 809-832. Retrieved May 4, 
2007, from CQ Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2005093000 
8. "Ethanol Can Replace Gasoline" by Nathan Glasgow and Lena Hansen. Alternative Energy Sources . Darrin 
Gunkel, Ed. Current Controversies Series. Greenhaven Press, 2006. Nathan Glasgow and Lena Hansen, "Setting the 
Record Straight on Ethanol," RMI Solutions, vol. 22, Fall 2005, pp. 6-11. Copyright © 1999-2005. All rights 
reserved. Reproduced by permission.  
Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center. Thomson Gale. 04 May 2007 
<http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/OVRC> 
9. Cooper, M. H. (2002, February 1). Energy security. CQ Researcher, 12, 73-96. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from CQ 
Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2002020100.  
10. Cooper, M. H. (2003, January 24). Oil diplomacy. CQ Researcher , 13, 49-72. Retrieved May 4, 2007, from CQ 
Researcher Online, http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre2003012400. 
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E. FINAL DRAFT INTEGRATING 5 SOURCES & WORKS CITED PAGE AND PLAGIARISM 
REPORT 

 
Please refer to 
http://www.tcc.fl.edu/about_tcc/academic_affairs/division_of_library_services/research_guides/ap
a_mla_turabian_citation_guides for citing guidelines and examples. 

 
Review your paper for the following common issues: 
 
**a] Underline the Thesis statement. It must encompass all the ideas that you will address. 
**b] Highlight the first sentence of each paragraph [called the Topic Sentence] after the Thesis. 
**c] Read only the Thesis Statement and Topic Sentences. 
**d] Question: Is your Thesis a good roadmap—integrating elements of your supporting topic sentences. 
Is the paper logical? Does it flow?  Revise it until it does. 
 
1] Do not describing what the paper is going to do. Do not refer to you or your paper. This is unnecessary 
and it infers that paper is not well written.   
2] Read more scholarly, referenced articles to see how they are written.  Make sure they are scholar.  All 
scholarly sources must cite sources and have a bibliography.  Simply look for the bibliography.  Throw 
out the article if you do not found it.  Papers with less than 5 sources will not get higher than a “C” grade. 
3] Frame historical events by introducing it with an assertion as the first sentence of the paragraph--Topic 
Sentence. 
4] Write clearly and simply. 
5] **Most Importantly: You need a THESIS statement.  One sentence: what you are arguing.** 
6] State your argument and support it with assertions and evidence. 
7] Eliminate section breaks; this paper is to short and the ideas must flow. 
8] Do not start a paragraph with a date, or quote.  Assert ideas that support your thesis instead.  The first 
sentence of the paragraph is called the Topic Sentences. 
 
Good Luck, 
Professor Som Chounlamountry 
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All submission must be accompanied by a Plagiarism Checker Report from 
http://www.dustball.com/cs/plagiarism.checker/ copied and pasted to the top of the paper. Failure to 
include the report will result in further penalty.  
 

 

Copy and paste the text to the top of the resubmission 
The plagiarism detector has analyzed the following text segments, and did not find any instances of plagiarism:  
 
SAMPLE REPORT: 

Text being analyzed 
Result 
exonerated innocent parties should most defiantly consider themselves lucky, considering OK 
Opponents suggest that lifetime imprisonment without the possibility of parole OK 
According to James Acker, a criminal-justice professor, some will continue OK 
Murder Victims Families for Reconciliation is an anti-death penalty group OK 
Despite the proclaimed improvements, overwhelming evidence shows that de facto OK 
flaws was the misrepresentation of the overall crime deterrence OK 
1972, the court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional OK 
California's Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice estimates that OK 
Results: No plagiarism suspected 

 

Copy and paste text (including the works cited page) and submit it using the online text submission 
box.  Please separate the paragraph with two return strokes. 
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FINAL DRAFT INTEGRATING 5 SOURCES & WORKS CITED PAG E  
Please refer to 
http://www.tcc.fl.edu/about_tcc/academic_affairs/division_of_library_services/research_guides/apa_mla_
turabian_citation_guides for citing guidelines and examples.  
 
Research Paper Grading Rubric 
Coding Scale (0/0 Missing; 1/-Needs Improvement; 2/< Below Proficiency; 3/= Satisfactory; 4/+ Meets 
High Standards; 5/* Exceeds High Standards) 
An “A” essay: (see http://www.cs.unc.edu/~pozefsky/COMP380_F06/rubric.html)  
A) Has clear and comprehensive Thesis Statement  
B) Has excellent Topic Sentences which reveal the ideas of each paragraph  
C) Answers the specific central question that was asked  
D) Incorporates pertinent and detailed information from at least 5 reputable sources (whenever 
applicable), providing needed evidence.  
E) Maintains focus & avoids being sidetracked by tangents  
F) Presents all information clearly and concisely and in an organized manner  
G) Analyzes the issues and does much more than merely restate the question and offer a brief response  
H) Avoids distracting over-quoting/grammar/spelling/etc. problems (Excessive or Over-Quoting will 
trigger Plagiarism Warnings which will result in a "C" grade or lower)  
I) Paraphrases and credits reputable sources properly and effectively.  To avoid Over-Quoting, write the 
ideas in your own words and cite the work using (AUTHOR, YEAR) and list the source in the Works 
Cited page. 
J) Integrate and cites at least 5 reputable scholarly sources (Author, Year) and List Sources  
 
COMMON PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FINAL RESEARCH PAPER 
 
Review your paper for the following common issues: 
**a] Underline the Thesis statement. It must encompass all the ideas that you will address. 
**b] Highlight the first sentence of each paragraph [called the Topic Sentence] after the Thesis. 
**c] Read only the Thesis Statement and Topic Sentences. 
**d] Question: Is your Thesis a good roadmap--integrating elements of your supporting topic sentences. 
Is the paper logical? Does it flow? Revise it until it does. 
1] Do not describing what the paper is going to do. Do not refer to you or your paper. This is unnecessary 
and it infers that paper is not well written.  
2] Read more scholarly, referenced articles to see how they are written. Make sure they are scholar. All 
scholarly sources must cite sources and have a bibliography. Simply look for the bibliography. Throw out 
the article if you do not found it. Papers with less than the required scholarly or reputable sources will not 
get higher than a C. Avoid Wikipedia as it is not a reliable academic source. Use academic databases like 
EBSCOhost or JSTOR.ORG. 
3] Frame historical events by introducing it with an assertion as the first sentence of the paragraph--Topic 
Sentence. 
4] Write clearly and simply in 3rd Person Objective form.  
5] **Most Importantly: You need a Thesis Statement. One sentence: what you are arguing.** 
6] State your argument and support it with assertions and evidence. 
7] Eliminate section breaks; this paper is to short and the ideas must flow. 
8] Avoid starting a paragraph with a date, or quote. Instead assert ideas that support your thesis. The first 
sentence of the paragraph is called the Topic Sentences. 
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9] Check your grammar and spelling. Ask someone else to proofreading it. We often overlook our own 
mistakes. 
 
For argumentative essay writing tips see: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/685/05/ 
Refer to the section under: Rhetoric and Logic and Citation  
Creating a Thesis Statement - This resource provides tips for creating a thesis statement and examples of 
different types of thesis statements.  
Establishing Arguments - This section discusses the thesis statement and explains argument in writing, 
which includes using research to support a thesis. This resources also discusses Aristotle's logical proof: 
ethos, pathos, and logos and the logical fallacies.  
Logic in Argumentative Writing - This resource covers logic within writing— logical vocabulary, logical 
fallacies, and other types of logos-based reasoning.  
Rhetorical Situation - This presentation is designed for instructors to use with students to introduce a 
variety of factors that contribute to strong, well-organized writing. This presentation is suitable for the 
beginning of a composition course or the assignment of a writing project in any class. 

Research Paper Integrating 5 Sources Grading Guidelines 
 
NOTE: Papers not citing at least 5 sources in the body of the paper will be given a "C" overall grade!  See the ASSIGNMENT 
area for examples.  
WARNING: If you use WIKIPEDIA, you will receive a C or lower. 
An “A” work: 
* Answers the specific central question that was asked 
* Incorporates pertinent and detailed information from both class discussion and assigned readings (whenever applicable), 
providing needed evidence. 
* Maintains focus & avoids being sidetracked by tangents 
* Presents all information clearly and concisely and in an organized manner 
* Does much more than merely restate the question and offer a brief response 
* Avoids distracting grammar/spelling/etc. problems 
 
The A Paper 
· Very well written with sound grammar and spelling 
· Paper has clear introductory thesis and effective topic sentences 
· Demonstrates creativity 
· Answers all questions from the assignment 
· Analyses issues and advances an argument throughout the paper 
· Draws upon at least 5 sources, citing them effectively and properly using (Author, Year) format 
 
The B Paper 
· Good writing skills, some grammatical/spelling mistakes 
· Has an overall theme, but the arguments and evidence are not so sophisticated 
· Reasonably well structured but introductory thesis and topic sentences less clear 
· Answers all questions from the assignment, but lacks some critical reflection 
· Draws upon at least 5 sources, citing them effectively and properly using (Author, Year) format 
 
The C Paper 
· Mediocre writing skills, evident grammatical and spelling mistakes 
· Lacks an overall theme 
· Poorly structured with no evident introductory thesis and topic sentences 
· Lacks critical reflection and/or arguments not entirely clear 
· Answers most questions from the assignment but not all 
· Description of films lack detail, few mentioned specifically 
· Poor integration of scholarly materials and readings 
· Draws upon at least 5 sources, citing them effectively and properly using (Author, Year) format 
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The D paper 
· Very poorly structured with no evident introductory and concluding statements 
· No critical reflection and/or confusing arguments 
· Very poor writing skills, replete with grammatical and spelling mistakes 
· Completely lacks integration 
· Does not answer all questions from the assignment 
· Poor description of the movies, mostly generalities 
· Very poor to no integration of source materials and readings or has less than 5 sources. 
 
The F paper 
· No critical reflection and/or confusing arguments. Plagiarism!  
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 SAMPLE SUBMISSION  

By Sophia Russo 
Final Draft 
Topic: The Death Penalty  

PLAGIARISM CHECKER REPORT FROM  http://www.dustball.com/cs/plagiarism.checker/   

The plagiarism detector has analyzed the following text segments, and did not find any instances of plagiarism:  

Text being analyzed 
Result 
exonerated innocent parties should most defiantly consider themselves lucky, considering OK 
Opponents suggest that lifetime imprisonment without the possibility of parole OK 
According to James Acker, a criminal-justice professor, some will continue OK 
Murder Victims Families for Reconciliation is an anti-death penalty group OK 
Despite the proclaimed improvements, overwhelming evidence shows that de facto OK 
flaws was the misrepresentation of the overall crime deterrence OK 
1972, the court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional OK 
California's Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice estimates that OK 
Results: No plagiarism suspected 

Question: Should the United States government abolish the death penalty?  

Title: A Question of Life or Death  

The debate about the death penalty has always been a roller coaster of emotions. Proponents have maintained ideas of retribution 
and benefit to society. Opponents have maintained that this punishment is cruel, inhuman, and that it destroys society values. 
The United Stated nation was established on principles written in the constitution which mold the nation’s character, describe the 
standards of living, and guarantee human rights for all its citizens. The eighth amendment concretely prohibits the imposition of 
cruel and unusual punishment; however, the interpretation of these words with their applicability to the death penalty was left to 
the power of judicial review by the Supreme Court. In 1972, the court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional in the way 
it was applied then and has issued a moratorium on executions in all states. In 1976, the death penalty was reinstated after states 
have modified their statutes. Since then, the court ruled that the execution of juveniles and the mentally retarded constitutes a 
cruel and unusual punishment (Jost, 2005), but it also ruled that the lethal injection method of execution does not (Kaminsky, 
2008). Although de jure death penalty remains sustained, growing evidence pointing to a deeply flawed system with 
questionable benefit to society has recently led to a decline in de facto death penalty. Several states have reconsidered the death 
penalty all together, and there is a substantial reduction in number of executions in states that employ it. There is a growing 
effort to bring this evidence to public awareness so that they can realize the truth and join the movement for abolishment of the 
death penalty. It is time for the government to realize this truth and face it once and for all. The United States government should 
abolish the death penalty because innocent people die, it’s applied unfairly, it doesn’t effectively deter crime, it’s more expensive 
than its alternatives, and it doesn’t result in closure for families of the victims.  

Convicted of the Murder of Mark MacPhail, Troy Davis has been on death row in the state of Georgia since 1991. Maintaining 
that he is innocent and unjustly convicted, Davis has made several attempts, through the state’s appellant court system, to reopen 
his case based on new evidence that could prove his innocence. According to Jealous (2009), seven of the nine witnesses, whose 
original testimonies led to Davis’ conviction, have later come forward and changed or reversed their testimonies with claims of 
police coercion affecting their original testimonies. This evidence, coupled with the fact that there was no physical evidence 
against Davis, was significant for raising a more than a reasonable possibility for Davis’ innocence, yet all of Davis’ appeals 
were denied by the courts. Davis than filed a direct petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus with the United States Supreme Court, 
and on August 17, 2009 the Supreme Court ordered the district court of Georgia to investigate Davis’ claims—a type of decision 
the Supreme Court hasn’t employed in almost 50 years (Jealous, 2009). In the concurring opinion of Justice Stevens, he wrote 
that “the substantial risk of putting an innocent man to death clearly provides an adequate justification for holding an evidentiary 
hearing.”(Stevens, 2009). If Troy Davis prevails in proving his innocence, he will then be set free. From 1973 and on, 135 
people were released from death row after proving their innocence. (Jealous, 2009).  
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The exonerated innocent parties should most defiantly consider themselves lucky, considering that they were acquitted before 
they were put to death; however, when one future examines the meaning of “lucky”, as applicable here, one cannot but 
reasonably assume that if there are those who are lucky then there must have been innocent parties who weren’t lucky and 
present innocent parties who will not be lucky. Although estimation by numbers remains open to expert debates, it is undisputed 
that wrongful convictions do occur as a matter of fact. Wrongful conviction occurs due to factors such as false confessions and 
testimonies, mistaken eyewitness identification, and most recently it has been revealed that evidence based on faulty forensic 
evidence has also contributed to wrongful convictions (Weinberg, 2009). Recently, DNA evidence plays a substantial role in 
proving (although only in applicable cases) the extent of past and present wrongful convictions. Weinberg (2009) reports that 
235 people were released after proving their innocence based on DNA testing. This number reflects both those who were 
incarcerated and those who are on death row. Present innocent parties may or may not succeed with proving their innocence 
within the limits of the legal frame. However, there is a critical difference between those who are incarcerated and those who are 
on death row. While those incarcerated can pursue their innocence as long as they are in prison, those who are on death row 
literally have a deadline. To complicate things, legal actions in this time frame need to strictly be in line with restrictions 
imposed by the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996. Barriers as such mean that some cases with claims of 
innocence will not qualify for being processed. Overall, the odds for prevailing are much smaller for those on death row. The 
bottom line is that once a person has been executed, it is too late to prove innocence. It is undisputed that it is possible that some 
of those on death row may be innocent. Some of those innocent parties will not be able to prove their innocence before they are 
executed. Once they are executed, it is irreversible; therefore, innocent people die.  

The 1972 “Furman v. Georgia” landmark case resulted in a moratorium on executions across the nation due to existing death 
penalty statutes which created a substantial risk of arbitrariness and racial discrimination. As was evident, the imposition of the 
death penalty was applied unfairly towards African Americans and the poor. The court reasoned that the statutes enabled abuse 
of discretion in sentencing, holding that they were “pregnant with discrimination and discrimination is not compatible with the 
idea of equal protection of the laws that is implicit in the ban on 'cruel and unusual punishment’” (Adams, 2005). By 1976, the 
states have modified their death penalty statutes, claiming to have minimized the preceding risk of arbitrariness by correcting the 
flaws in the system, and the death penalty was “back in business” ever since. Despite the proclaimed improvements, 
overwhelming evidence shows that de facto arbitrariness and discrimination never left the death penalty system. Statistics 
demonstrate that the death penalty is applied unfairly based on skin color. African Americans make about 12% of the United 
States population, yet about 35% of those executed since 1976 were African Americans (Adams, 2005). According to Cooper 
(1999), “although about half the homicide victims are people of color, more than 80% of the prisoners executed were convicted 
of killing whites.” African Americans, in particular, have the biggest odds of receiving the death penalty. “In Philadelphia, the 
odds of receiving a death sentence are nearly 3.9 times greater if the defendant is black...In Florida, a defendant's odds of 
receiving a death sentence are 4.8 times higher if the victim was white than if the victim was black in similarly aggravated 
cases.” (Progressive, 2002). Unfair imposition of the death penalty is also evident by disproportionate distribution across the 
nation. 80% of all executions take place in the South. In 1999, “Connecticut had five people on death row, Kansas had two, 
while Texas had 443.” (progressive, 2002). Adams (2005) argues that the modified statutes have not eliminated the dangerous 
power of discretion in capital cases, but they merely transferred it from the hands of jurors and judges to the hands of 
prosecutors. The latter are equally likely to be influenced by their personal racial bias and public political pressures, and they 
possess an ultimate power of deciding when to seek the death penalty and when not to. Application of the death penalty 
continues to be arbitrary, racially biased, and unfair.  

Those upholding the death penalty argue that errors in the criminal justice system are an inevitable part of it and all that can be 
done is to take measures for improving the system, thus reducing error rates. This is a well needed action; however, efforts made 
thus far have failed to resolve the substantial issues of arbitrariness, racial discrimination, and risk of executing innocent people. 
Opponents suggest that lifetime imprisonment without the possibility of parole is an equivalent alternative for punishment that 
eliminates the implications of the irreversibility of executions. Proponents hold that the death penalty has always been and will 
continue being a superior deterrent to capital crime. Past studies have presented statistics that supports the latter claim; however, 
recent studies reveal that the preceding analysis was flawed, inconclusive, and contradicting in part. One of the flaws was the 
misrepresentation of the overall crime deterrence. Richard Berk explains that a deterrent effect, thought not large, exists only in 
Texas. When omitting Texas from the group, “there is nothing going on” (Jost, 2005). As to the statistics showing that the death 
penalty had resulted in reduced homicide rates, critics raise doubts about assumptions that may have generated misrepresentative 
results. Jeffrey Fagan (Radelet and Lacock , 2009) explains that even a small change in assumption can generate radical changes 
in estimate of deterrence. “For instance, a small change could cause a positive deterrence effect, no deterrence effect, or even the 
brutalization effect, in which each execution increases the homicide rate” (Radelet and Lacock , 2009). In addition, while some 
studies show that deterrence does exist, other studies suggest that the deterrence is not necessarily a product of the death penalty. 
Statistics have shown that states with the death penalty have higher homicide rates than states without the death penalty; in 2007, 
there were 42% higher (Radelet and Lacock , 2009). As to question of whether the death penalty adds a higher deterrence value 
than that achieved by lifetime imprisonment without the possibility of parole, the overall conclusion drawn by top criminologists 
is that it does not. (Radelet and Lacock 2009). Police authorities tend to agree; In a 1995 survey, when given six choices for 
methods of crime reduction, the death penalty was ranked lowest.” reducing drug abuse” and "better economy and more jobs" 
were the highest ranked choices for reducing crimes. (O'Malley, 2000).  

The death penalty not only does not add a higher deterrence value than that achieved by lifetime imprisonment without the 
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possibility of parole; the cost of its administration is significantly more expensive than that of the alternative. California's 
Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice estimates that the state’s spends as much as $138 million dollars a year on 
administering the death penalty. Statistics show that “the state spends $90,000 per inmate per year in addition to the $34,000 
annual cost of incarcerating a prisoner serving a life sentence. Death row inmates wait four years on average before being 
assigned an attorney for their first appeal, which amounts to an added expenditure of $360,000 per inmate even before the appeal 
is under way” (America, 2009). Each death penalty case costs California an average of $5.28 million dollars—six times the cost 
of a non death penalty case; In Florida, the average cost per death penalty case was $3.2 million (Bevolyn and Smith, 2008). It 
cost Texas $2.3 million dollar per death penalty case; in comparison, the average cost for a life sentence case was $750,000. 
(America, 2009). The reason the administration of the death penalty is so expensive is because of “super” due process 
procedures which substantially prolong the period of awaiting execution on death row. Although efforts have been made to 
shrink the time frame, it still takes many years before the offender it put to death. The burden of high costs of administration of 
the death penalty has resulted in reduction in executions across states that employ it. The lifetime imprisonment with the 
possibility has now become a more favorable choice by the states. The public is willing to consider this option as well. A 2007 
poll showed that the 64% public support for the death penalty drops to about 50% when the alternative of lifetime imprisonment 
without the possibility of parole is proposed (America, 2009). Putting retribution ideas aside, the outcome it the same when one 
considers the two options; in both cases, the dangerous offender is permanently removed from the society. The added benefit of 
the lifetime imprisonment without the possibility of parole is that is costs tax payers less money. The money saved can be used 
for many useful purposes such as education, reform of prisons, programs for crime prevention, social welfare, jobs—spending 
that can help fix society from within, rather than on the surface.  

Another argument made by proponents is that when it comes to capital crimes, the death penalty satisfies just retribution—that 
the punishment should fit the crime and that one should get what one deserves. Therefore, if a person kills someone, then he 
deserves to be killed as well; “an eye for an eye”. There also exist the belief that this is what families of the victims want and that 
only through retribution will they get the closure they need in order to move on with their lives. However, in many cases, this 
assumption couldn’t be further from the truth. For many families of the victims, the execution of the person responsible for their 
loss does not produce the long sought after relief. As described by Mozelle Hamm after having witnessed the execution of the 
man responsible for the murder of her granddaughter: “There was no flood of relief. There was no lifting of weight, no sense of 
turning a personal page.” (Grier and Chinni, 2001). For those families who do experience a sense of relief after witnessing the 
execution, the effect is typically a short lived one. According to James Acker, a criminal-justice professor, some will continue 
carrying their grief or hatred, some will end up opposing the death penalty because it did not ease their pain, and some will only 
begin facing the suppressed emotions that were originally directed at the offender. At either event, closure is out of reach—“it's a 
concept that simply doesn't describe the loss that they've suffered" (Lynn, and Campo-Flores, 2006). For many of those families, 
then, retribution is simply not the answer. Instead, they are seeking a true healing from within as appose to an ineffective “quick 
fix”. Some families believe that the death penalty is simply another form of murder. Murder Victims Families for Reconciliation 
is an anti-death penalty group which offers support to families of the victims. As of 2001, it has over 4,000 members that believe 
that the death penalty is not the solution. One of its members explains: “The death penalty prompts us to revisit murder, 
revictimize families, and create another family that grieves. And how does killing someone demonstrate that killing is wrong?" 
(Lampman, 2001). Based on testimonies as such, it is unquestionable that the death penalty may lead to negative emotional 
burden on families of the victims.  

As evident today, the reasons for abolishing the death penalty have become stronger than ever before. From moral social values 
stand point, the world is already shifting from this inhumane practice. Over 130 countries have abolished it the death penalty. It’s 
a conditional requirement for nations that wish to join the European Union (America, 2009). There is growing international 
pressure on the United States to abolish it. It is almost hard to believe that the United States, which stands for noble society 
values and human rights, continues to allow the existence of the death penalty. It is time for this debate to end once of all. It is 
time for the wise 1972 decision to become a permanent one. The fact of the matter is that regardless of good reasons to sustain 
the death penalty, it is almost impossible to administer it in an error proof system. Instead of attempts for modifying the system 
which have consistently returned empty handed, it is time to abandon the system all together. When one properly evaluates the 
facts, he or she is likely to realize the burden the death penalty imposed on society substantially exceeds any theoretical benefits. 
The United States government should abolish the death penalty because innocent people die, it’s applied unfairly, it doesn’t 
effectively deter crime, it’s more expensive than its alternatives, and it doesn’t result in closure for families of the victims.  
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